
AN INTRODUCTION TO ADMIRALTY

By GEORGE H. CHAMLEE*

Admiralty courts exercising a civil as well as criminal jurisdiction first
emerged in England during the fourteenth century. I The court derived its
title from the fact that it was administered by a deputy of the Lord High
Admiral, commander of the fleet.2 In common with other European
maritime courts, the English court was modeled after the Mediterranean
consular courts which followed civil law procedures in dispensing justice
according to the ancient customs of the sea.3 The cases were tried in a
summary fashion by a judge sitting without a jury.' The civil jurisdiction
assumed by the admiralty included torts occurting upon the high seas
and in ports within the ebb and flow of the tide and also contracts of a
maritime nature.'

It was inevitable that a conflict would arise between the admiralty
court and the common law courts. The line of demarcation between the
two jurisdictions was not clear and judicial restraint on both sides was
not notable.6 The admiralty was suspect because it was administered by
an appointee of the crown and afforded no right of jury trial;
nevertheless, many litigants were attracted by its speedy remedies and
freedom from common law procedural entanglements. 7 The common
law courts felt sufficiently threatened to move against their rival with
restrictive legislation, writs of prohibition, and unremitting pressure to
deny to the admiralty any jurisdiction over maritime contracts made
within the realm and in foreign countries.' So successful were they in this
effort that it was not until 1840, when remedial legislation was enacted,
that the admiralty regained some measure of its traditional jurisdiction
over maritime matters.9

It was during this period of admiralty eclipse in England that the
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draftsmen of the United States Constitution undertook to formulate the
constitutional framework for a federal system of admiralty courts. At
that time maritime law in the new nation was being administered by the
state courts subject to a right of appeal to the Continental Congress in
prize cases.' 0 The system was so unsatisfactory that it led to a demand
for a federal admiralty."

The considerations which influenced the Constitutional Convention to
employ the language finally adopted-that the national judicial power
"shall extend . .. to all Cases of admiralty and maritime
Jurisdiction""-are shrouded in mystery and the subject of much
subsequent debate. 3 Probably the word "maritime" was added by the
draftsmen to forestall any interpretation that the jurisdiction conferred
upon the federal judiciary was the same as the bobtailed jurisdiction then
being exercised by the British admiralty."

The principal question arising from the constitutional language was
whether the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction granted the federal
courts was to be exclusive or whether the state courts were to be
permitted to continue hearing admiralty cases as they had been doing.
An answer was quickly forthcoming from Congress. The Judiciary Act
of 1789 included the following exception to the grant of "exclusive"
admiralty jurisdiction to the district courts: "saving to suitors, in all
cases, the right of a common law remedy where the common law is
competent to give it."'15

This strange language, now referred to as the "saving clause," is
subject to many interpretations, but there is only one accepted
interpretation today. The saving clause simply means that law courts,
state and federal, may entertain actions on claims within the admiralty
jurisdiction where the relief sought is in personam,8 but the law court
must decide the merits of the claim in accordance with the federal
maritime law,' 7 state law being applicable only in areas where the
maritime law is silent.' 8 The exclusive admiralty jurisdiction of the
federal district courts is limited to actions in rem to execute maritime
liens. '1
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I. SCOPE OF THE ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION

Broadly stated, the test of admiralty jurisdiction in matters of
contract is subject matter; in matters of tort, locality.

With several surprising exceptions, admiralty takes cognizance of all
contracts having reference to "maritime service or maritime
transactions."0 Supplying, bunkering, repairing, stevedoring, wharfing,
and towing a vessel are all obvious examples of maritime contracts.2' So
are policies of maritine insurance, charter parties, and bills of lading for
water transportation of cargo.22 The exceptions seem to turn upon the
question of whether the vessel with which the contract is concerned is out
of navigation. Thus a contract to build a ship or.to supply materials for
its construction is not maritime because the ship is not yet in
navigation;23 nor is a contract of wharfage for winter layup of a boat
since the boat is withdrawn from navigation. 2

Subject perhaps to one unsettled qualification, all torts taking place
on the navigable waters of the United States, upon the high seas, or in
the waters of a foreign power (assuming the American court has
jurisdiction over the parties or the res), are within the admiralty
jurisdiction.2

Navigable waters of the United States include all rivers, lakes,
harbors, canals, and other bodies of water which are in fact navigable
and "susceptible of use as highways of interstate and international
commerce .. ."2' An inland lake which is itself navigable but which
has no navigable outlet connecting it with the avenues of interstate and
foreign commerce would not be included in the admiralty jurisdiction.Y

Still unsettled is the question of whether locality alone is the test of
admiralty jurisdiction in tort.28 Some authorities have added the
requirement that the tort must in some way be connected with a vessel or
navigation. 2

1 Thus one court has held that a swimmer injured when he
dived from the side of a pier into shallow water did not have a claim
cognizable in admiralty since it was in no way related to a vessel or

20. Jack Neilson, Inc. v. Tug PEGGY, 428 F.2d 54, 56-57 (5th Cir. 1970).
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navigation even though the injury occurred in navigable waters.3 In
another case decided by the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
involving death claims growing out of the crash of a land-commercial
airliner into the navigable waters of Boston Harbor, it was held that the
fact that no vessel or seaplane was involved was immaterial, that locality
alone determines the existence of admiralty jurisdiction over a tort
claim, and that since the plane crashed in navigable waters the court of
admiralty had jurisdiction.3 1

It was formerly questionable whether admiralty jurisdiction extended
to damage inflicted on shore by a vessel or its instrumentalities. This
doubt was resolved by Congress in favor of jurisdiction through
enactment in 1948 of the "Extension of Admiralty and Maritime
Jurisdiction Act."' 3 Thus damage to a bridge or pier, or injury to a
person on shore, which is caused by a vessel in navigable waters is now
included although formerly there was authority that jurisdiction did not
exist since the damage or injury occurred on land.Y

1I. ADMIRALTY IN THE COURTS

By virtue of the Saving Clause, admiralty claims may be tried in three
categories of courts, the choice of court depending upon the type of relief
sought. The federal district court sitting in admiralty is the customary
tribunal for deciding an admiralty case. It sits without a jury and is
equipped to provide any type of relief available in admiralty.u Any claim
within the admiralty jurisdiction may be tried in this court regardless of
the amount in controversy or the citizenship of the parties.3

Since there is no right to a jury trial in the district court sitting in
admiralty, a claimant may find it preferable to file his suit on the law
side of the district court. However, he must have diversity of citizenship
and the requisite jurisdictional amount-in-controversy.3 6 A claim in
admiralty is not one "arising under the Constitution or laws of the
United States ' 37 so "federal question" jurisdiction is not available .3 In
this class of diversity action, the Erie-Tompkins Rule does not apply. 9
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The case must be decided in accordance with the federal maritime law,
and the law of the state in which the case is being tried is ordinarily not
applicable."'

A jury trial of an admiralty claim may also be obtained in a state
court if the defendant is subject to the jurisdiction of that court.41 The
state court must also decide the merits of the case in accordance with the
federal maritime law, state law being generally inapplicable.4,

III. THE UNIFICATION OF CIVIL AND ADMIRALTY PRACTICE

Prior to July 1, 1966, the district court handled its admiralty business
as if from a separate department of the court. A docket of admiralty
cases was maintained; they were tried according to a formal set of
"admiralty rules;" complaint, process, and parties were known as
"libel," "monition," "libelant-respondent" respectively. Some study
of traditional admiralty procedures was necessary because few answers
were to be found in the esoteric language of the admiralty rules.

All of that is now changed under the new "unified rules," and lawyers
who are familiar with federal practice should be able to navigate the
waters of admiralty without difficulty simply by studying the six rules
appended to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and entitled
"Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime Claims."

In order to denominate an action as being one for the district court
sitting in admiralty, the pleader should simply recite in the first
paragraph of his complaint: "This is an admiralty or maritime claim
within the meaning of Rule 9 (H)."143 If the action is brought in rem to
execute a maritime lien against a vessel, cargo, freight, etc., the
procedure is as outlined in Supplemental Rules C and E. 44 If the action is
in personam and an auxiliary attachment or garnishment is desired, the
procedure is as set forth in Supplemental Rule B.45 Except as provided in
the supplemental rules, all other proceedings are governed by the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.4"

40. Id. at 409.
41. 7A MOORE at 2003.
42. 316 F.2d at 65.
43. 7A MOORE at 390-91.
44. FED. R. Civ. P., Supp. Adm. R. "C" and "E."
45. FED. R. Civ. P., Supp. Adm. R. -B."
46. FED. R. Civ. P., Supp. Adm. R. "A."
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IV. ADMIRALTY PROCEDURE

Proceedings in the old English admiralty were usually commenced
with the arrest of the defendant under warrant of the court. On the
appearance day he was ordinarily required to give security and, if he did
not, he was jailed until the case could be tried. If the defendant could not
be arrested because he was out of the kingdom or could not be found,
and he had a ship or other property within reach of the court's process, a
warrant could be issued to arrest the property. Thereafter, the
proceedings were carried on between the plaintiff and the person in
possession of the goods and the plaintiff was awarded sufficient part of
the goods to satisfy his claim if he prevailed."

The modern admiralty court no longer arrests and imprisons the
defendant during the pendency of the action, but it does issue its process
for the attachment and garnishment of the defendant's property if the
defendant cannot be found and served within the district. This procedure
is known in admiralty parlance as a "writ of foreign attachment."
Special provisions outlining this procedure are now contained in Rule B
of the Supplemental Rules."8 Unlike the auxiliary attachment and
garnishment provided for by the laws of most states, the foreign
attachment of the admiralty does not require the filing of a bond as a
condition precedent to issuance of the writ. A verified complaint and an
affidavit by the plaintiff or his attorney that the defendant cannot be
found within the district is all that is required. Unlike the proceeding in
rem, the writ of foreign attachment is in no way dependent upon the
existence of a maritime lien against the property arrested."

In its struggles with the common law courts, the English admiralty
court found itself confronted with writs of prohibition issued by the
King's Bench restraining further proceedings brought against individual
defendants. The writs did not, however, attempt to restrain actions based
upon a claim against the res. Unable to adjudicate claims in personam,
the admiralty court was forced to resort to arrest of property in the first
instance as the sole basis of its jurisdiction. In order to justify this
practice, the admiralty court developed the concept of the maritime
lien.w Under this concept the creditor or claimant is considered to have a

47. MEARS at 343-47.
48. FED. R. Civ. P., Supp. Adm. R. "B."
49. For discussion of foreign attachment generally, see Swift & Company Packers v. Companie

Colombiana Del Caribe, S.A., 339 U.S. 684, 693 (1950), and Maryland Tuna Corp. v. MS
BENARES, 429 F.2d 307, 319-22 (2d Cir. 1970).

50. MEARS at 349 n.4; G. PRICE, THE LAW OF MARITIME LIENS 10 (1940) [hereinafter cited as
PRICE].
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right of hypothecation in the vessel or other property subject to the lien
and the power to have the property sold by the court to satisfy his
claim. 51 Hypothecation does not depend upon possession of the property
covered, and this is the cornerstone of the maritime lien."

A ship frequently needs to obtain supplies and repairs in foreign ports
on its own account and without the intervention of its owners who are
frequently many thousands of miles away. The ship needs to be capable
of pledging its credit, as distinct from that of its owners, in exchange for
necessary services and supplies. By operation of law, this credit is
extended to the supplier in the form of a maritime lien.- The supplier
does not lose his lien when the vessel sails; it follows the ship wherever it
goes, even into the hands of a purchaser. He need not be concerned about
earlier liens of the same rank as his because under the maritime law the
last lien to attach is the first in priority.54 The lien need not be recorded,
and it is not affected by the fact that a purchaser may have known
nothing of its existence. 55 By filing a proceeding in rem in a judicial
district where the vessel is located, the lienholder may have the vessel
arrested and held in court custody during the pendency of the action
unless its owners obtain its release by filing proper security with the
court 56

The ship may also produce injury to person or property, causing the
lien to attach for the purpose of securing the tort claimant's right to
indemnity.57 Common examples are personal injury to longshoremen,
ship repairmen, and crew members.5" The lien also arises from collision
with shore structures and other vessels. 9

A maritime lien is said to be "indelible." It can be extinguished only
by satisfaction of the claim which gives rise to it, execution by a court of
admiralty, or laches.10

5 1. PRICE at 4.

52. An exception is lien on cargo which is lost by unconditional delivery. Compania de
Navegacione Almirante S. A. Panama v. SS SEARAVEN, 288 F. Supp. 77 (C.D. Cal. 1967).
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U.S.C. §§ 971-75 (1964).
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The execution of a maritime lien by a court of admiralty in a
proceeding in rem results in the judicial sale of the vessel and attachment
of the lien to the proceeds of the sale.'

As for the purchaser, he takes the vessel free and clear of all liens and
with a title "good against the world." 62 Only by showing that the sale
was procured by fraud can the purchaser's title be set aside. 3

The admiralty court, following the sale, awards the lienholders
sufficient funds from the sale proceeds to satisfy their claims as proved.
If the proceeds are insufficient to pay all lienholders, then marshalling of
liens by the court according to rank and priority is required.64

V. SEAMEN

No introduction to admiralty would be complete without some
mention of the law of seamen. The rights of seamen originated in the
ancient customs of the sea. The Laws of Oleron, circa twelfth century,
perhaps the best-known codification of judgments applying ancient sea
customs, provide that a mariner "wounded or otherwise hurt. . . in the
service of the ship . . . shall be cured and provided for at the costs and
charges of the said ship."65 They further provide that a mariner who
becomes sick in the service of the ship shall be put ashore and "the
master ought. . . to provide lodging and candlelight for him," someone
to care for him, and "to afford him such diet as is usual in the ship. ' 66
He was also to be paid his full wages if he recovered.

Substantially the same rights are available to the modern merchant
seaman under the general maritime law and they are usually referred to
as "maintenance and cure." Maintenance is a sum payed to an ill or
disabled seaman representing the equivalent of his room and board at
sea.67 Cure is his medical expense and hospital care. The seaman is also
entitled to receive his wages during the period of disablement or to the
end of the voyage, whichever occurs first.69 Fault of seaman or shipowner
in connection with the injury or illness is immaterial; entitlement
depends solely on whether the disablement occurred in the service of the
ship.

70

61. PRICE at 152; GIMORE & BLACK at 641.
62. GILMORE & BLACK at 482-83, 640-43.
63. Merrill-Stevens Dry Dock Co. v. M V LAISSEZ FAIRE, 421 F.2d 430 (5th Cir. 1970).
64. GILMORE & BLACK at 593.
65. 30F. Cas. 1171, 1174, art. VI.
66. Id. at art. VII.
67. Calmar Steamship Corp. v. Taylor, 303 U.S. 525, 528 (1938).
68. Id.
69. Mort v. Weyerhaeuser Co., 294 F. Supp. 936 (S.D. N.Y. 1968).
70. 303 U.S. at 527.
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Maintenance and cure and unearned wages were about the only
remedies available to the "ancient mariner" who was injured in the
course of his dangerous employment. By statute enacted in 1876, the
English shipowner was held additionally responsible to any seaman
injured by reason of the owner's failure to use all reasonable means "to
insure the seaworthiness of the ship before and during the voyage."', The
owner could not be held liable to the seaman for the negligence of master
and crew because they were considered "fellow servants."72 By virtue of
its decision in The Osceola73 in 1903, the United States Supreme Court
decreed this to be the American law also, thus presenting the anomalous
situation of a seaman having a right of action against the shipowner if
injured because of some "unseaworthy" condition of the ship, but
having no right at all against the owner beyond maintenance and cure if
injured by the negligence of a fellow crew member. Congress attempted
to correct this inequity by enactment of the Merchant Marine Act of
1920, commonly known as the "Jones Act."74 It gave the merchant
seaman a remedy against his employer for negligence which was
comparable to that provided railroad employees by the Federal
Employers' Liability Act. This remedy was in addition to those rights
already afforded by the general maritime law (maintenance and cure,
warranty of seaworthiness). It eliminated the fellow servant rule and
assumption of the risk as defenses and also provided a right of action for
wrongful death and pain and suffering preceding death which was not
available under the general maritime law.

In recent years the federal courts have vastly expanded the
effectiveness of the seaman's remedies against his employer, largely by
creating a legal colossus out of the warranty of seaworthiness.75 A
consideration of the various ramifications of unseaworthiness is beyond
the scope of this article, but it suffices to say that the warranty now
envisioned by the federal courts bears little resemblance to that English
statute from which Mr. Justice Brown, in The Osceola, drew his
conclusion that the American shipowner was liable to seamen injured by
the ship's unseaworthiness. The courts have also in recent years extended

71. THE OSCEOLA, 189 U.S. 158, 171 (1903).
72. Id.
73. 189 U.S. 158 (1903).
74. 41 Stat. 988, 46 U.S.C. § 688 (1964).
75. Mitchell v. Trawler Racer, Inc., 362 U.S. 539 (1960), summarizes fundamentals of present

law of seaworthiness. In its most recent pronouncement on unseaworthiness, the Court has declared

that the operational negligence of longshoremen engaged in loading cargo aboard a vessel will not,

in the absence of some substandard condition of the ship, her appurtenances, her cargo, or her crew,

render the vessel unseaworthy. Usner v. Luckenbach Overseas Corp., 400 U.S. 494 (1971).
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the warranty of seaworthiness to shore-based workers (longshoremen,
shipyard workers) who are said to be doing traditional "seamen's
work."76

CONCLUSION

Perhaps no other branch of law possesses color, uniqueness of theory,
ancient heritage, and immutable tradition in such splendid combination
as does the law of admiralty. Most lawyers, whether by choice or of
necessity, sooner or later must navigate these murky waters, and it is the
objective of this article to provide some bearings which hopefully will be
of assistance during the maiden voyage.

76. Seas Shipping Co., Inc. v. Sieracki, 328 U.S. 85 (1946).


